
  
Life Group Homework-Leader’s Guide 

For the week of February 18, 2018 
 

Announcements: Makes sure to be planning some sort of social/fun 
event for you all to connect outside of group! 

 
Getting Started/Getting to Know One Another 

1. Would you rather pay extra money to have a piece of 
furniture/elaborate toy come pre-assembled or pay less money 
and assemble it yourself?  Why or why not? 
Use this question intentionally to help your group start the 
conversation.  Depending on your group dynamics, you 
might direct this question to a couple of people that don’t 
offer their opinion as readily as some of the other “talkers” 
in the group! 
 

 
2. Pastor Dan Zitterkopf talked about Nehemiah and the rebuilding 

of the wall this past Sunday.  Was there a time in your life you 
had to “rebuild” your life or needed a fresh start?  What was that 
process like? 
This question could be taken as lightly or as seriously as 
people want.  Ultimately, the goal is to get people thinking 
about the topic of rebuilding!  God is in the business of 
restoration and rebuilding things that seem lost or destroyed 
both for the believer and the unbeliever! 
 
 

 
Into The Bible 

1. Dan Zitterkopf talked about the two sided coin of prayer and 
action-how you need to have both and how that coin becomes 
valuable when the coin is stamped with intention on BOTH sides. 
Read Psalm 27:14, Proverbs 3:5-6 and 2 Chronicles 31:20-21.  
What do you notice in these verses about the chronological order 
of prayer, direction, and action?  Are you the kind of person that 
acts first and asks later or vice-versa? 

As humans, we tend to jump into things too quickly; 
especially, if our decision is the result of inspiration or even 
panic.  We oftentimes let our circumstances control the 
timing instead of slowing down and bringing God into the 
process. These verses talk about how there is a correlation 
between asking/seeking and direction/action.  We need to 
first ask and seek the Lord for direction before we actually 
take the leap.  Furthermore, it should be noted that one 
aspect shouldn’t go without the other.  It can be equally 
damaging to pray without ever taking action as taking action 
without actually praying about it!  We need to have a balance 
of both! 

2. One of the main points on Sunday morning had to do with letting 
God expand your heart for others to the point that you are moved 
to actionable prayer, servanthood, and practical help.  Check out 
Romans 12:15 and Hebrews 13:3. Why do you think it’s important 
to do what these verses implore us to do?  How do you think it 
makes a difference in others’ lives? 
It’s so easy to just live our lives at a distance instead of 
truly/actively getting involved with others!  When we take the 
step to really do life with others, it expands our hearts.  In a 
world where we can so easily hide behind our technology or 
let our careers swamp our schedules, us believers need to 
be committed to actively encouraging, loving on, mourning 
with, growing alongside others-letting God use us as His 
hands and feet!  Just as Jesus came to earth to live among 
us, we need to be willing to “get our hands dirty” in ministry 
to others as well! 
 

3. In Nehemiah 1:8-9 we see that God promises to return the exiles 
if they would turn from their ways and instead turn to Him.  There 
is always a promise of restoration, provision, relationship, etc. 
with God. Why is it vital that we remember His promises to us?  
How is it that we so easily forget what He has said to us in prayer 
and/or the Word? 
Without keeping the promises of God in front of us, our 
difficult circumstances can easily start to feel overwhelming.  
We need to regularly recall not only the promises of God in 
scripture but also the moments where God has shown His 
faithfulness and provision in our own personal lives.  
Furthermore, it seems as though it’s one or the other-we 



either let our circumstances become the focus or choose His 
promises and faithfulness as our focus!  There isn’t much of 
a middle ground when it comes to our thoughts-we NEED to 
choose truth! 

 
So What? 

1. When you assess your life, and surroundings - is there something 
you need God to restore? 
 
This could either be in their own lives or in the lives of a 
family member or friend!  While this might feel like a really 
heavy topic, it’s important as a group, that we take the time 
to really support one another through both the good and the 
bad!  Make sure as a leader that you’re ready to affirm and 
encourage each other as the group opens up, and also 
provide plenty of time at the end of your group to pray 
through it! 
 

 
 

 
Spend some time as a group praying over those situations-asking 
God to completely rebuild and restore! 
 

 
 
 

 
Prayer Requests: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

  
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Notes: 

 


